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Catalog Description The Course

About the Department

Fluids (does anyone do some good Advanced Labs on Fluids?)

Simple Mechanics (we hope to implement a Torsional Oscillator 
Lab, using the Teach-Spin Apparatus, in the near future)

Waves (other than X-Rays; E-M Wave Labs are done in Optics)

Phase Transitions (other than Superconductivity)

CLASSICS (that are done regularly):

Charge-to-Mass Ratio of the Electron ("e/m") (neat, but easy:  recommended)
Millikan Oil Drop Experiment (hard)
Cavendish Balance (Measurement of the Newtonian Gravitational Constant, "G") (hard)

SURVEY EXPERIMENTS
(These allow students to investigate a broad range of properties of a particular physical phenomenon.)

Granular Materials (useful overlap with ongoing research community at NEIU) 

Magnetic Field Uniformity/Shielding of Magnetic Fields

Properties of X-Rays  
(Uses the Tel-Atomic X-Ray machine – can include Bragg Diffraction of crystals)

Detection & Shielding of Ionizing Radiation
(Various types of alpha, beta, and gamma sources are available)

Properties of Piezoelectrics & Pyroelectrics

Mr. SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device)
(using the Star Cryo Apparatus)

Properties of Superconductors, and other materials at low temperatures

NEW CLASSICS

Sonoluminescence ("Light from Sound")  (using the Teach-Spin Apparatus)

STM (Scanning Tunneling Microscopy) (Highly Recommended) (using the easyScan)

Magnetic Torque – (NMR on a macroscopic scale)( highly recommended (using Teach-Spin apparatus)

Mr. SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device)  

DESIGN YOUR OWN EXPERIMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN DONE RECENTLY
Students often have or develop a particular interest, and are encouraged to browse journals, such as 
AJP, for ideas.  Usually, such experiments contain hidden difficulties, which makes them quite interesting 
exercises for the students.  Some of the experiments that students have done recently include:

Coupled Pendula & Chaotic Motion (One student built a set of coupled physical pendula, to investigate 
the various modes; other students have investigated various types of coupled pendula.)

Chladni Plates (The Department owns a set of small Chladni plates, which like a Kuntz tube, allow one 
to visualize two-dimensional standing waves; two students built a large Chladni plate & driver, and 
investigated, both experimentally & numerically, the various modes possible.)

Speed of Light using (analog) TV signals (actually using an unoccupied station frequency) (This was the 
topic of an AJP article.)

How good is the ‘small angle approximation’? (One student took our typical first experiment from 
physics I, and measured the variation of period with angle quite precisely, including a mathematical 
analysis of the deviation from the usual approximation.)

Signal Propagation Speed (One student investigated the time of flight of a signal down a known length 
of coaxial cable -- this seemingly simple experiment has some unexpected twists & turns.)

UNUSUAL OR UNIQUE EXPERIMENTS

Granular Materials

Nanofabrication (We have been able to take a ‘field trip’ to use the facilities of the Nanofabrication lab at 
UIC, where students get to make & take home their own ‘serpentine resistor’ on a silicon wafer.)

Making High-Temperature Superconductors (YBaCuO, aka '1-2-3')  
(Students get to use both their physics & their chemistry knowledge, to make and test their  own sample 
of ‘YBCO’)

Resistivity & other Properties of Materials at Low Temperatures
(An extension of one of the 'warm-up' experiments -- see poster in tomorrow’s session)

Vacuum System Techniques  (Students have recently converted this into a plasma experiment.)

Experiments

About NEIU

(From the “PR” office):  
“Northeastern Illinois University (NEIU) is dedicated to both excellence 

and access. The most important facets of the university's mission are 
to offer high quality undergraduate and graduate programs to a broad 
spectrum of students and to foster student growth and development. 
To these ends, the university attaches primary importance to 
excellence in teaching. Since program quality is enhanced by 
professional activities beyond the classroom on the part of the faculty, 
emphasis is also given to pure and applied research and to academic 
and public service.”

NEIU is an urban, commuter University, located within the city of 
Chicago with about 10,000 students, which began as a teachers’ 
college; many evening and weekend classes are offered, and in 
particular in the Sciences, all the major courses are offered in the 
evening.  A large percentage of the students are ‘non-traditional’ 
students, returning adults and career-changers. Physics has about 40 
majors, and a similar number of minors.  NEIU offers BA degrees in 
Physics, Chemistry, Earth Science & Biology, MA degrees in 
Chemistry, Earth Science and Biology, and has teacher certification 
programs at the elementray, middle, and secondary levels.

The Experimental Categories

Each student performs four experiments, in some detail, in addition to a (one-
or two-period) ‘warm-up’ experiment (see poster in tomorrow’s session).  
Experiments are selected in consultation between the student, the instructor, 
and (sometimes) a lab partner; some experiments are done without a partner 
(and some students work best without a partner, unless the experiment really 
requires one).  Students are allowed to work at the own pace, so also learn (we 
hope!) some time management skills; occasionally a student does not 
complete the four experiments during one term, and needs additional time in 
the following term to complete the course. 

Students keep a lab notebook and submit terse reports on all but one 
experiment; one experiment requires a report in the format of a short ‘research 
paper’, as might be published in a journal.  (When next this course is taught, 
the students will submit this paper to the JAUPLI * on-line journal.)  Students 
also give a presentation on one of their experiments, at the end of the term.

As a required course, this is occasionally offered to one or two students on a 
‘tutored study’ basis; however, the class is most effective when done as a 
group (6 to at most 16 students):  once a student has done a particular 
experiment, s\he becomes the ‘local expert’ on this topic; students who are 
taking the course for a second (or even third) time may remain as the ‘local 
expert’ on some topic:  student thus get to experience the collaborative nature 
of actual research, and some ‘peer-learning’.

ALL physics majors take this course, at least once; many physics minors and  
students from other sciences (chemistry, biology, earth science, math) also 
take this course, again sometimes more than once.

Students often become particularly interested in a topic from the Intermediate 
Lab, and continue to pursue that topic independently, sometimes for credit, 
sometimes for the pure learning/research experience.

* http://users.ipfw.edu/masters/JAUPLI.htm 

Experiments available to the students in Intermediate Lab fall into five 
broad, somewhat overlapping, categories:

-- “Classics”
-- “Surveys”
-- “New Classics”
-- “Design Your Own”
-- a few that may be “unique to NEIU”
Students are encouraged to pursue at least one experiment of particular 
interest to them, whether or not it has been done previously (and whether 
or not the instructor has any particular knowledge on the topic).

“PHYS-330 Intermediate Physics Lab, 3 cr. 
An introduction to scientific measurement procedures, with 
special attention paid to the examination of error and 
uncertainty and to certain widely used experimental 
techniques and their applications. Techniques used include 
those in optics, electronics, and atomic, solid state and 
nuclear physics. Experiments are chosen according to the 
individual student's needs and interests. This course may be 
taken up to three times for credit.”

The Physics Department at NEIU has four tenured faculty 
and  three full-time Instructors, all with Ph. D.; all faculty 
share instructional duties at the General Education and 
Introductory levels; however, all ‘advanced’ labs are taught 
by the one tenured experimentalist.

About the Program

Within the 38 credits required for the physics major, there is a 
heavy advanced lab component, including at least one term of 
“Intermediate Lab” (the “Advanced Lab”), and (at least) two terms 
of combined lecture-lab courses at the junior/senior level, such as 
Optics, Electronics, Transducers or Materials.  One upper level lab 
course is offered every term. 
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